Senior Security Consultant Job

Description

We are looking for a Senior Security Consultant with experience/background in web application security, network and mobile security assessment. Experience with development or code and scripts would also be an advantage.

The successful candidate will provide security assessments, advice and workshops in the support of improving our client’s software applications and systems security. You shall also be involved in the development / brainstorm and roadmap of the edgescan vulnerability management solution.

Responsibilities

• Responsible for providing technical expertise on secure software development and network security where required.
• Provide consulting services and security support to some of the largest names in finance, energy and more.
• Review, develop, test, and implement security plans, products, and control techniques.
• Evaluate new and proposed security systems, products, and technologies.
• Assist with the development of the edgescan vulnerability management platform and set future technical direction.

Required

• 5+ years’ experience in the IT Industry
• Penetration testing of both network and applications
• Mobile/Tablet security experience
• Desire to push boundaries in the realm of appsec.
• Desirable:
  • Development skills
  • Knowledge of OWASP guidelines
  • Security certifications
Package

- Very attractive for right candidate
- Phone
- Training
- Health cover
- Pension
- Christmas Bonus

Please send your CV to careers@edgescan.com.